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37cars towed from UMO to ease snow removal
• by Kerry Zabicki
Staff Writer
Thirty-seven
cars
were
towed from campus parking
lots last week as a result of the
snowstorm which forced the
closing of UMO.
William Prosser, assistant
director of police services,
_said the lots had to be cleared
to ease snow removal.
We at-tempted to notify
everyone whose car was going
to be towed. A lot of owners
were notified, but some we
just couldn't reach," Prosser
said.
"We found that some
people don't have their car
registered in their name," he
said and the owners couldn't
be located. Some motorists
were not notified because
their new car license• plate
number was not recorded in
the computers in Augusta.
Prosser said four area
towing services were used to
clear the cars. They charged
the vehicle owners $35.
"When I heard the number
of cars towed, I
was
surprised," said Peter DuFour,
superintendent
of
grounds and services.
Dufour said it is customary
to plow the cainpus lots when

more than three inches of
snow falls.
"Last week's storm was
unusually heavy, and we
started plowing earlier than
usual, but the full crew didn't
come on until midnight,"
Dufour said.
University policy states that
get
whenever the grounds crew
has to remove snow the police
department makes suret the
vehicles are moved, he said.
-What- concerned me;
-Dhfour said, -was ttaf we
knew the conditions of the
roads were so bad that some
people would choose to leave
their cars and ride home with
someone else."
DuFour said in the fall, not.
ice was given to the university
community not to leave any
cars on campus overnight
except in student lots.
Arthur Ellingwood. a nontraditional graduate student,
said he called the police
department after trying to
remove his light-weight car
from the commuter lot behind
Many UMO students found their cars had been towed away last week to make
tfie union.
snow removal possible. This front-end loader attacks a snowpile near the Hilltop
"I called at 7 p.m. and told
Complex. (Hawkins photo).
the police that I had tried to
Ellingwood said the police- of the parking lot was because
Ellingwood returned to
move my car, but was unable
man on duty said he and
campus the next day to find
a way had not been cleared.
to. I did manage to line up "about 500" others were in
his car gone from the parking
Dufour said when he left at
mine up with others in the lot, the same predicament.
6 p.m., rnost of the lots were lot. His car was towed to Old
so that it was not out in the
Ellingwood said one reason
at least partially cleared to Town.
middle by itself." he -said.
he could- not move—his car Out
allow motorists to leave.
(see TOWING page 9)

•

Faculty make littleprogress in contracttalks
by Don Linscott
Staff Writer
UMO faculty members have been
involved in contract negotiations since
last April but have made little progress
said Charles Major. spokesman for the
faculty negotiating team.
Major said UMO faculty have been
working on an extended contract since
their original contract expired in
September.
.Faculty want at least a 5 percent
salary increase but the university will
-only offer a 244-percent he

Samuel D'Amico said that if faculty
members are to get the pay raises they
want, money will have to be
appropriated by the state legislature
or in Gov. Brennan's budget. "I have
not S'een the governor's budget yet but
I have been told that it's (funding) not
in there, so any funding atAis point is
going to have to come from the
legislature, "D'Amico said.
Major said, "The problem is, now
things are so tight that you can't make
A move into one area that you think
needs to be. developed without
-sacrificing-some-other-arm If you try

to move money around now it has to
come from someplace, and there's not
enough flexibility in the system now to
meet the state's challenges."
He said faculty and administrators
have been meeting informally so a
resolution can be reached quickly if
money becomes available. "If no
money comes down it's going to be
very, very difficult situation for
everyone concerned," Major said.
Major spoke to members of Orono's
Associated Faculties of the University
of Maine (AFUM) Friday. He told the
delegation that the governor will let
the legislature decide any appropriat-

ions. "Unless the bill that's in now
gets some support in the legislature
and gets some money, we're going to
be \puck at 21/2 percent," he said.
soeres
u
y gh embm
-grThumibslingstatfermoment
faculty members
including history professor, Jerome
Nadelhaft who said, "We need to
decide what the hell we're going to do
if it comes down to that." k
Nadelhaft said AFUM will meet
Feb. 10 to develop strategies that can
be used in the event a settlement isn't
reached and the faculty demands
aren't met.
(A* CONTRACTS page 2)

Communique Two faculty may face deportation
Tuesday, Feb. 7

by Jane Bailey
Staff Writer

The district director of United States
Immigration and Naturalization in
Portland said two UMO instructors,
charged with being- illegal aliens, will
soon face deportation hearings.
Associate Professor Kenneth Ahn
and Assistant Professor George Jose
Kudakasserl "did not go home when
they were supposed to," Arthur Poulin
said. "They are in violation of the
Immigration and Nationality Act."
The U.S. government allowed
under
the country
them
into
temporary conditions. They were
admitted for oa certain period of
time
and have stayed beyond that
(continued on page 8) ,
point, he said.

Chemistry
Seminar.
Dr.
Clifford Carlin: "Ellipsometric
Study of Polymer Modified
Electrodes." 316 Aubert Hall.
11 a.m.
Spanish
Language
Table.
Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop.
Noon
Women in the Curriculum
Brown Bag Luncheon. Film,
"Mitsuye & Nellie." North
Bangor Lounge, Union. 12:15
p.m.

"They are breaking the immigration
laws both by working here and by
"The
being here," Poulin said.
immigration service is doing what they
are supposed to under the circumstances."
Ahn is reported as being from
Korea and Kudakasserl from India.
Tracy Bigney, from UMO's office of
employee relations, said, "It would
not be appropriate to make a
statement at this time, but labor
relations is working with the U.S. State
Department."
Bigney said UMO's labor relations
is working with the State Department's manpower affairs. She also
said they hope to keep Ahn and
Kudakasserl at the university.

Poulin said the Bangor Daily News
incorrectly printed that "Ahn and
Kudakasserl were released on their
own recognizance." He said because
they were never arrested they could
not have been arrested.
Ahn and Kudakasserl were sent
papers on Monday ordering them "to
show cause for remaining_ in the
United States," Poulin said. Poulin said they were admitted into
the country with the understanding
tha$ they had a permanent residence in
their own country.
The Bangor Daily News said,
immigration officials say that illegal
aliens often find employment within
academic institutions.
University officials were unavailable
for comment.
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Contracts
•
V.

(continued from page 1)

Major said Maine is having some
result in a one-year, temporary, five
percent salary increase for faculty.
money problems and UMaine faculty
negotiations are not the largest
Hayes said this plan would also put
concern.
He said Brennan is
AFUM contract negotiations back into
trying /o settle with the Maine Statc, the regular sessions of the Maine
Legislature.
Employees Union Which is taking
Haves said AFUM would have tc
priority over faculty concerns because
agree to Accept a one-year contract
it involves a much larger group.
'The governor has two big cost. agreement if the plan is to be
successful.
items: this item for us, and the Maine
Major said AFUM would be willing
state employees' contract and if the
to work on a temporary agreement in
Maine state employees' contract were
order to realign negotiations with
settled. tomorrow, I don't think he's
regular legislative sessions but said,
got the money to pay it,— Maji; said.
"The
problein is simple mechanics
Kenneth
Sen.
Hayes, D-Veazie, said
which req-uire the university's (adminthere isn't A. lot of money for the
istration's) consent to go to that
current legislative session to work with
system. We have proposed to the
and, he said it will be important that
university several times that we reach
Brennan .make some provision in.bis
a tentative agreement and bring it in
budget for higher education for
UMaine faculty. But, he said, "I don't (to the legislature) on time, but they
haven't bought that."
think the governor has anything in his
Major said a tentative agreement
budget at this point.- Hayes suggested money that has .requires both the consent of,AFUM
been appropriated for the University of 'ind the university administtation.
Maine Lewiston campill be tempor-" "The matter is being moved and 1
don't know if we can get the university
arilv rerouted to faculty salaries until
Lewiston "gets its act together." He
to go along with us. As long as
they said 'no' I doubt if the
said this money could provide
approximately $2 million toward
legislature will go along with us."
Legislators see a problem at UMO,
reaching a one-year contract agreeMajor said but "I think there's a
ment with AFUM.
possibility that we,all may be able to
He said another $1 ,million could
work on that possibly in the special
become available if the governor
education session with the governor."
would instruct the chancellor to take
Hayes said the special education
half the $2 million' that has been
session will probably—take place - in
appropriated for programs in the
UMaine system and put it into June but said if a settlement isn't
reached then, contract negotiations
salaries. This money, if added to the
existing 2 1 / 2 percent increase would- could drag on for another six months.
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snawfall. (Arnold photo)
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CORRECTION
Due to a reporter's error, Dr. Davida Kellogg, an assistant research
professor in Quaternary and .,Geological studies, was incorrectly
identified as a secretary. The Maine Campus apologizes to Dr. Kellogg
and regrets the error.

Sign Up
General Student Senate
Feb. 7-13
three off-campus seats
one graduate student seat

,!

Don't Forget To Say

0

'I Love You'

a

Nomination sheets available at the
Student Government Office, 3rd
floor, Memorial Union.

with Maine Campus
Valentines Day personals
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Off

Personals will be published Tuesday, February 14
Contact Keith Englehart or Ann Merry
at the Maine Campus advertising offices, 107A Lord Hall
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Nominations still open for:
Student Government President and
Vice President
OCB president' and vice-president
IDB president and vice-president

Personals are '1.00 for the first 20 words, 10' per word after 20
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Attention Seniors and
Other Job Seekers!
Dressing for Success!

a

(Elections to be held Feb. 22)
ID
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Personals must be submitted by 4 p.m. Friday, February 10
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What should you wear to the interview'?
How should you dress when you get the job?

Al

Get the Answer!
Attend this FREE lecttireiciki
. onstration

Every Tuesday
1s2for 1 night

Thursday, February 9, 1984
•
7:00 p.m.
Damn Yankee Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored By:
Porteous Mitchell and Braun Co.
The Senior Council
Office of Career Planning and Placement
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs
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UMO may offerpersonalcomputer courses
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer

wide variety of things that can be done
on a personal computer that can't be
done on a terminal.
UMO may offer courses on personal
Advantages of a personal compitter
computers next _semester, said the
include a faster response time, better
memory and a chance to expose
chairman -of the computer science
department.
students to the type of computers that
George Makowsky said, -"We are
most will encounter after graduation,
definitely interested in offering a
said Makowsky.
course sometime in the future. The
"All students, whether computer
personal computer is obviously here to
science majors or not, could use the
stay, in the home as well as in the work
learning experience of a personal
place."
computer," said Debbie Brown, a
The university has ordered sever? senior computer science major and
IBM personal computers scheduled to
president of the Association, of
arrive in April, and is planning to 4 Ccimputing Machinery.
order -more later.
-"The more exposure they can get,
A .course on. personal computers
the better it will be for their
would give students a broader
education," she said.
understanding of how a computer
The university currently has no
works, Makowsky said. There are a
personal computers and must hook up
eyes

Classifieds

' FOUND: a ring in the women's room
at Fogler Library on Saturday. Call
Barbara; 866-5682, to identify after 6:00.
Summer jobs at NH '-H camps,
waterfront, crafts, ropes instructor, nature
study, unit directors, counselors, trip
leaders. Competitive salaries. Workstudy
and internships also available. Contact NH
4-H -Camps, Moiles
HouseUNH
Durham, N.H. 03824.
OVERSEAS
JOBS...Summer,
year
round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia.
All fields. S900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write 1JC, P.O. Box 52-ME Corona
po Mar CA 92625.
Cash For College Available. $16M
unclaimed- Results Guarenteed. Send S1.00
(Refundable) to: Student Data Research
49-10 Downing' Fall River, Mass. 02723.
Poster Design, Club Logos, Personalized
Greeting Cards and Characature Artist
available for parties and functions. Call
Scott Blaufuss 581-4752.
WANTED: Female Companion for
winter camping trips, spring/summer
canoeing, and basic sharing of the Dance
of the Seasons. Looking for experienced,
stable, weatherbeaten feminist lady of
indeterminate age with lots of Joie de
Vivre, Gemuetlichkeit, and a healthy
heathen Aszu. Must enjoy Hackbrett
music, hungarian wine, and Feast of Pig
and Deerflesh by the light of the full
moon. Apply in person at Skitikuk
Outfitters in Orono.

several display terminals to one larger
IBM computer.
There are still several problems that
need to be resolved before any specific
courses can
be
offered, said
Makowsky.
"A course has by no means been set
in stone," he said. "We are still in the
planning stages right now."
No money has been set aside in the
budget specifically for the computers,
he said. As a result, the department
doesn't really know how many they
a
will or can get.
Makowsky added that any early
uses of the computers might have to be
limited to computer science majors
and faculty only, especially if the
department can't-get many computers
right away.
"Eventualljr, though, we would like

to offer an introductory skills course to
non-majors," be, said. "I believe the
demand for such a course would be
very great."
Another obstacle facing the department is a lack of space for the
computers, said Makowsky.
"If we offered a general course on
personal computers, we would need a
lot of space to put them all. Right now,
we don't have that space," he said.
Despite the obstacles, Makowsky
remains optimistic that a course can be
offered in the near future.
"I know there are still a lot of
variables, but we hope to have most
of them cleared up by next
semester," he said.

•

Come on over and see what
Sorority Life is all about!

Inforipation session: Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
Bring your questions and your friends.

How to mak4cace withTolstoy.

Bangor-Merrifield

Office Supply,Lnc.

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEV

Drafting & Engineering Supplies
School Supplies
Typewriters
Calculators

14 State Street
Downtown Bangor
942-.5511

An
unce
of
1\prevention
I can protect
your
unborn
hild
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support
0March of Dimes
BiATH D{ff-CS OUNDAliONEMEM

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of six deliciously
different flavors from
`Nilissell4ortst
General Foods'
IntematiopakCoffees.
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at: University

Bookstore

CHISt.1.1 FOCKA
c General Foods Corporation 1983
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World/U.S.News
Reagan looks optimistically toward Lebanon
ABOARD AIR FORCE ONE AP)
help him address the critical issues
The Reagan administration does not
that face the Lebanese people- at this
believe the Lebanese government has
time," he said.
collapsed and hopes Pre,4ident Amin
"We don't believe the government
Gemayel can quickly form a "responshas collapsed," Speakes said.
ible, broadly representative governHe said Donald Rumsfeld, special
ment," White House spokesman Larry
envoy, is in Beirut and that Robert
Speakes said Monday.
Bartholomew, the U.S. amllassador
"Our basic position is that President
to Lebanon, and Robert Paganelli,
Gemayel is working intensively to form , U.S. ambassador to Syria, had been
a new Cabinet under a new prime
"actively involved" -in. discussions
minister," Speakes told reporters as
with Lebanpe leaders over the last 24
the president was en route to his
to 36 hours.
hometown of Dixon, Ill., to celebrate
In Lebanon, where prime minister
his 73rd birthday.
Shafiz Wazzan and his eight-member
"We hope that he will quickly be
Cabinet resigned Sunday, Moslem
able to form a responsible, broadly
militiamen poured through Beirut in
representative government that can
running -battles with the Lebanese

army, and the government appeared to
have lost control of much of the- city's
western half.
Speakes noted that Wazzan had
agreed to stay or: for another two to
three months to preside over a
caretaker government.
"You have a resignation of the
Cabinet, but this may provide an
opportunity to form a Cabinet that
would be more responsive to the
various factional and concessional
groups," Speakes said. "So it could
provide an opportunity."
, Speakes said events in Beirut mean
"no change" in the U.S. commitment
to continue participation in the
multinational peacekeeping force.

In Washington, meanwhile, Senate
Republican leader Howard Baker Jr. of
Tennessee called the Lebanese situation "a serious new set of developments" in which the Marines "are
covered on three sides by hostile fire"
and "the government is up for grabs."
Asked what he thought the United
States should do aboutrthe- Marines if N
the Gemayel government falls, Baker
said. "I don't know."
And Speaker of the House Thomas
P. O'Neill Jr. said he thought the
Marines should be redeployed, perhaps to the U.S. Navy ships standing
off the Lebanese coast—

Two Maine Democrats endorse Mondale
PORTLAND (AP)—Issuing a call
for unity and praising Walter
Mondale's performance in office,
Maine's top two elected Democrats
endorsed Mondale for president
during the weekend.

Jetport on Saturday. But his plane did
not land 'becausPof heavy fog.

Mitchell and Brennan are the latest
in a growing number of Maine
Democratic leaders
to
endorse
Mondale.
Brennan, who was the only governor
The former vice president, who has
not made a campaign appearance to support Sen. Edward Kennedy;
in Maine since his Oct.--1, 1983 D-Mass., fouyears ago in his primary
straw-poll victory, planned to receive challenge to the Carter-Mondale team,
endorsements of Gov. Joseph E. called Mondale "the most qualified
Brennan and U.S. Sen. George Democratic candidate this year."
"He understands the powers of the
Mitchell at Portland International
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Vice-President. For
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Student Government Treasurer u
u
u
V.P. forFinancial Affairs
Salar . $1100/year
Preferably Ju or standing
Experience in Aounting
& Financial Policy S.G. Treasurer
Salary: $550/year
Experience in Accounting
& General Ledger

-

The termterm for both offices shall be
from Feb. 27,1984 - Feb., 1985
1

Please apply in person with cover letter, listing of
previous experience and letters of reference
to: Student Government Office
3rd Floor, Memorial Union

Applications due 4:00, Monday,
February 13th
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presidency and the limits of the
presidency. As important as anything,
he won't need to be trained for the
job." Brennan said.
Mitchell
acknowledged
that
Mondale appears to lead
the
crowded Democratic field at this
stage of the campaign, but dismissed
suggestions that an early lead may
make him vulnerable.
"I don't agree that there's a
front-runner's jinx. Each race is
different, the candidates are different," Mitchell said.

AUGUSTA,(AP)—The Senate, by
a 15-13 vote, gave initial approval
to a bill to allow beer and wine
sales at the Maine Guides baseball
club's stadium in Old Orchard
Beach, which is scheduled to open
in April.
But the bill could run into trouble
when it comes up for a final vote
because it is an emergency measure
that will require a two-thirds
majority in each house, or 22 votes
in the Senate.
"It seems to me it's a little
inconsistent" to sanction drinking at
outdoor stadiums when -the-state is
cracking down on drunken driving
with state police roadblocks, tough
penalties and a plan to raise the
drinking age from 20 to 21, said
Sen. Larry M. Brown, D-Lubec.
At Fenway Park in Boston, where
beer is sold at concession stands,
"I've seen many people in an
intoxicated condition before the
game is halfway over," said Sen.
Walter R. Hichens, R-Elio(.lot

10t

10t

But Sen. Richard R. Charette, DLewiston, Co-chairman of the Legal
Affairs
Committee,
said
the
committee's version of the Sill
includes safeguards to ensure there
are enough security personnel to
supervise people who are drinking.
It also would bar sales of
alcoholic
beverages
at
events
primarily for school students, and
sales would be allowed only at
concession stands, not in
the
grandstands.
State law now permits beer and
wine sales in civic centers, indoor
ice rinks, performing arts centers,
plus restaurants and certain other
public places.
"I'm not sure it's going to cause
any
more
problems" on
the
highways by also allowing sales at
the International League baseball
club's stadium in Maine, said
Charette. The Guides recently moved
to Maine from Charleston, W. Va.,
where they were known until last
season as the Charlies.
101
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Other prominent state Democrats,
including former Gov. Kenneth Curtis,
Attorney General James Tierney,
and House Speaker John Martin,
D-Eagle Lake, and state P
Chairman Barry Hobbins, turned out
at the Portland jetport, w_fiete Mondale
was to make a brief Inclining campaign
appearance after flying in from
Boston.,
.But er circling above Portland for
2
mutes, the plane returned to
Boston, and Mondale's supporters
went ahead and pledged their loyalty.

Maine may approve sale
of alcohol in stadium

10t

-t1.-
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Parker F. Harris, M.D., FACOG
BANGOR WOMEN's HEALTHCARE
providing

C.,

Routine gyn exams/Pap smears
Acute gyn care/Counseling

Family planning including "natural"
pregnancy prenatal care/Infertility
physical exams for women
St. Joseph Hospital Medical Office Building
325 Center Street, Bangor Tel. 947-0297
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cials warn consumers ofcancerrisk
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)—While the was found. in Hannaford's shelves or
warehouses, so none was removed.
• discovery of a suspected cancer
causing agent in some flour products is
No testing of individual food
not considered a "crisis situation,4
products has been done in Maine, and
consumers should be aware of the
state toxicologist Terry Shehata told an -,
potential risk, according to state
Augusta news conference the state
officials. "
does nor plan to do any because it
Maine stores were urged Friday to
would duplicate tests being done in
post a list of food products found in
states with more resources.
other-states to contain the pesticide
EDB, and a supermarket chain
State officials distributed four-page
stopped selling one cake mix because
lists of products, grouped by bran4
of concern about the chemical.
names and batch codes, that were
"We found Duncan Hines spice-found to contain EDB' in ests in
cake mix to be the only product in the
Florida and Massachus s.
_
Massachusetts list that was above the
Although
the
federal Environmental
federal standards," said Hartley C.
Protection
A
suspended the use
ncy
Baxter, - director of advertising for
of
EDB
s
a
fumigant last
soil
Shaw's Supermarkets, w ich ordered
Septe '.er and as a grain fumigant
the mix removed from's 14 stores in
on riday. Traces of EDB have been
Maine.
found in many food products
"Customers may return that or apy
distributed nationally. The productsother product in the 4ist for a refun'd,"
are primarily cake mixes, flour and
he said, although other prod‘cts win
_
.cereal products.
rem-ain on the sh-ervesin the absence
Shehata said -there is insufficient
- --of-any-evidence that they -contain EDB —di-fa to prove that EDB causes
cancer
levels that ex ed federal standards.
in humans. but "such effects have
been shown in laboratory animals."
Jermann, a spokesman for
aford Bros. Co., which owns
Agriculture Commissioner Stewart
ore than 60 Shop 'N Save
N. Smith said he does not want the
sui3ermarkets in Maine. said none of
EDB alert to be considered a "crisis
the coded Duncan Hines products
situation," but "consumers should be
identified in the Massachusetts tests
aware of the potential gisk."

•••

Health center namesake
Dr. L. M. Cutler dead
by Kerry Zabicki
Staff Writer
Dr. Lawrence Mark Cutler, for
whom the Cutler Health Center. is
named, died Feb. 5 of cancer.
Born in 1906. Cutler served as a
member and president of the UMO
Board of Trustees. He was active in
both the Bangor and Orono communities. Cutler spent his early years in Old
Town, attending local schools. He
pursued his undergraduate degree in
chemistry as a member of UMO's class
of 1928.

of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. He
served on the editorial board of the
Maine Medical Journal, and was an
initructor of medicine at Tufts College
Medical School.
Cutler was also a member and
former chairman on the Bangor School
Board. He served in the medical corps
of the U.S. Army. where he earned
various awards and hOntir's for his
service during WWII.
He was a member of Tau Epsilon
Phi fraternity.
Cutler was the chairman of the
Governor's Advisory Committee on

In Washington on Friday, the EPA
recommended
maximu
issued

have been registered in the state, but
apparently none was ever used.

allowable standards for EDB residue
levels in grain products. Smith said
state officials are st,tylying how the
EPA arrived at the standards and tests

EDB, or ethylene dibromide, has
been approved by the government as a
pesticide since 1948, and is commonly
used in other states as fumigant in
certain farming operations and grain
terminals.

conducted in other states, before
deciding whether to order the removal
of any
products from
Maine
siipe
The commissioner said the state
Pesticides
Control
Board
has
determined through surveys that no
Maine-produced food is' contaminated
with EDB. Officials said three
peiticides that contain the chemical

But "EDB fumigants are not being
used in this state," Smith said.
Three states, California, Florida
and Hawaii have banned the sale of
certain products because of, the EDB
scare, and Massachusetts is urging
consumers to return 46 products found
to contain traces of the chemical.

Reagan celebrates 73rd
_ day in his hometown
EURtK A-AIL +AP)--President Rea- -plete-with parade, in his hornetown-of
gan celebrated his 73rd birthday with
Dixon, Ill., about 100 miles from here.
thousands in his hometown Monday,
As he was driven to his former
and then told students at his alma
homestead at 816 S. Hennipin Ave.,
mater that America has emerged from
Reagan passed several groups holding
"an era of paralyzing self-doubt" that signs.
One expressed birthday
enabled some nations to threaten the
wishes, while another said, "Get the
United States "withodt fear of conseU. S. out of Central America."
quence.
47
The president and his wife, Nancy,
"We've changed this," the presipaused on the porch of the white frame
dent declared. "We're trying to see to home and waved to spectators
several
it that American citizens, and it
hunderd yards away. A few people
doesn't matter whether they are Navy sang "Happy Birthday," and Reagan
pilots in the Gulf of Sidra or medical shouted. "Thank you."
students in Grenada, can no longer
He was given the key to the house in
be attacked or their lives endangered
a gold case. In the snow-covered front
with impunity."
yard was a flagpole with an American
The president addressed students at
flag and a sign that read: "Boyhood
Eureka College after being feted at a
Home of President Ronald Wilson
community birthday celebration, comReagan - His Formative Years."
.

BIG LOVER
iI IS WATCHING.
Happy Valentine' Day
s

- 1984

... so

you better get your Valentine cards, gifts, and
remembrances where the getting is best! At ...

Dr. Lawrence
Mark Cutler.
(1906-1984)

_

After receiving his bachelor's
degree. Cutler attended Tufts College
Medical School where he earned his
M.D. in 1932.
He served as an intern at Maine
General Hospital from 1932 to 1933,
and continued his internship at Boston
City Hospital until 1935.
Cutler began practicing medicine in
Bangor in 1936.
Cutler served as chief of medical
services at Eastern Maine General
Hospital (now Eastern Maine Medical
Center) in Bangor. He was a member
of the advisory council of the National
Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases
Council, and of the National Institute

Education and was a delegate to the
White House Conference on Education.:In 1974 Cutler was awarded an
honorary law degree from Colby
College in Waterville.
Cutler is survived by. his wife
Catherine, three sons, three grandchildren, two brothers, one sister and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held Monday'
at the Jewish Funeral Chapel on
Center Street in Bangor. A scholarship
fund has been set up in Cutler's
memory, and contributions to the
Lawrence M. Cutler Scholarship Fund
may be made through UMaine's BOT
or EMMC in Bangor.

Contemporary,humorous,elegant,sentimental,
nostalgic - even handmade keepsake cards in
the Victorian style! Phis chocolate, potpourri,
musk'boxes, teddy bears,etc:

)q--Q

Wear a' red riblImm during Winterfest and
receive U 155 discount on any item in our store.
One item per customer. please.

49 MAIN • BANGOR

Open Friday Nites

ArmyROTC.
No:w you cantakeit
inT2years.too.
If you missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years
of college, you may not have missed out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program.You'll have to attend a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last_two years of college.Then you'll earn a commission as an officer at the same time you earn a college degree.

CALI.:

ROTC Admissions Officer
University of Maine
581-1125

-
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Hunger USA
H
unger is a problem in the USA, and,
contrary to the Reagan Administration's
commissioned study, it's worsened
drastically since budget cuts in 1981.
—Such- were the conclusion T)f-a study ideased
Monday-by an independent team of scientint.
The Citizen's Commission on -Hunger claims, in
fact, that the number of Americans debilitated by
hunger has tripled since cuts initiated by the
Reagan Administration were passed by Congress
in 1981.
The study says that some 13 million Americans
at or below poverty level face the possibility of
going hungry while some 500,000 children
actually suffer from malnutrition. The study
documents the existence of hungry Americans
throughout the United States, in every city and
region and ties its rise directly to curtailment of
food programs by the Reagan Administration.
These conclusions come as no surprise to those
who have noticed the ironic coincidence of
agreement between the Reagan Administration's
stands on issues and the findings of its
commissioned studies, whether on hunger, policy
in Central America, or civil rights issues.
A brief glance at history demonstrates 1) the
emergency in the mid-sixties of public outcry over
the discovery of hunger in America 2) the
subsequent legislative action appropriating money
for food programs for the needy 3) numerous
studies that demonstrated the effectiveness of
such programs, including the 1977 Field
Foundation report that delcared, "...the facts of

life for Americans living in poverty remain as
dark or darker than they were ten years ago. But
in the area of food there is a difference. The
Food Stamp Program, The nutritional component
of Head Start, school lunch and breakfast
programs, and to a lesser extent the WomenInfant-Children (WIC) feeding programs have
made the difference."
Reductions in these programs were significant.
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
directed reductions of up to 35 percent in most
human service programs and eliminated two
programs completely: The Community Food and
Nutrition Program and the agency that ran it, the
.Community Services Administration. Aid to
schools and child-care centers for kitchen
equipment was also cut entirely by the act.
Those quick to write off the unemployed as
loafers and label hunger an illusion perhaps
forget who goes hungry. It is, by and large, the
young and the old, indeed, those in our country
who are vulnerable, literally unable to fend for
themselves. Also poignant here is just how much,
relative to most major industrial countries, the
United States pays in social benefits: A recent
study reveals the United States ranks among the
lowest, paying only 54 percent of the average
wage to an unemployed mother, compared to the
78 percent paid by France or the 92 percent paid
by Sweden.
- Surely, the young—the future of America—and
the old—those who have worked the longest and
hardest—deserve far better from this nation.
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DON LINSCOTT

So long
poverty
I'm going to be rich pretty soon. Any
day now a money truck is going to pull
up to my door and 'dump bags and
bags of money on the doorstep.
I've been keeping myself pretty
busy lately filling out every sweepstakes entry form I can get my hands
on. I have to win at least one of them.
Ed McMahon has practically promised
me two million bucks ip his sweeps.
He even sent me-a letter with my name
on it. I was impressed.
Now don't tell me you think these
sweepstakes.. are phonies. They're
real, they have to be real.
Just look at all the morons they have
doing the commercials. If these
contesgwere fake wouldn't they have
sense to spend a little money and hire
literate actors to do the commercials?
How much talent does it take to read,
"That's what I used to think!" off a
cue card?
If these contests were fake, wouldn't
they have professional actors doing the
commercials instead of having Betty
and Bob Boogerhead stumble through
the lines?
It iron't be long before I'm rolling in
dough. I've been rehearsing every
morning in front of the mirror for next
year's ads. I try different poses and
say, "That's what I used to think."
over and over again.
You don't believe me, right? YOu'll
see and you'll be sorry you didn't
enter!
I'm already making plans for all my
loot because my mother always told
me that it pays to plan ahead. I went
out and bought a new Corvett the other
day because it was on sale. I know I
haven't won the money yet but I
figured it would be smarter for me to
buy one now, on sale, than wait until
my money comes in and have to spend
more. It's called smart shopping.
I plan to win the two million dollar
sweeps. I'm a firm believer in the
power of positive thinking. After Uncle
Sam takes his cut I'll be left with a
measly million, but I'll manage
somehow.
Of course I won't forget UMO when
my fortune arrives. I plan to make
some large donations here and there.
The most important on my list is what I
call "The Chancellor McCarthy
Retirement Fund" because it breaks
my heart how unfairly he has been
treated at UMO. I realize, being the
proud man that he is, that he Will
probably refuse my offer after
seven months, but that's life..
I won't forget our beloved faculty.
I'm going to set up a Faculty Food
Stamp Fund. I know they deserve
much more but I figure they must be
used to getting less than they deserve
by now.
Then Robin and I will travel, we'll
eat and we'll return one day to our
measly mansion to spend the rest of
our days filling out contest entry
blanks.
It'll be a rough life but somebody
has to live it. Those contests are all
fakes? That's what I used to think!
Don
Linscott
is
a junior,
journalism major from Auburn,
Maine.
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when writing

Misrepresented by Campus reporter

riL Mine CampuS welcomes letters to the editor and
,,unmentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters- or commentaries land open letter'S
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Mame Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
‘i length, taste and libel.

To the editor:

My words were misquoted
and twisted to meet the
preconceived notions of the
author.

I strongly urge [nose
would-be
interviewers of
future
Maine
Campus
If nothing else _ L. have
articles
lo
beware. learned a lesson: and hope to
Journalistic integrity has not save.1 others
the
same
arrived completely at NS-- problems.
paper.,

Wants reimbursement
To the editor:

infringes on any rights of
free speech or journalistic
liscense; it only protects
unsuspecting persons from
the
getting
caught
in
being ,.
situation
of
or
intentionally . unintentionally misrepresented.

severity of the storm I feel
the university's action was
the
I
might
choose
If interviewed again, I
uncalled for. Because of my
innocuous
words
"No
When interviewed over the would answer questions in
As the owner of one of "concein for the safety of
comment" on a future
phone
recently (my first writing so as not to- be
the cars that was towed the myself- and others Pin Thöw
occasion.
misquoted
or
refuse to agree
night of Jan. 31, I have going to have to pa'y $35 to mistake), it was obvious that -to the
interview unless--I was
a question to ask the get my car back. I think a ttie story-the-reporter wishedto
proofread i tint
--as—drantatic-----able
find was not
university. Would—y-Ou rather change or ,pcilicy in this arel
prior
to
printing.
have people who chose not is called for and 1 should be as she might have hoped.
$.
to drive their cars that day reimbursed for the tow (Campus 1/27/84 "Four
Seriously Concerned,
Nursing
Students
Dismissed
I do not believe this
take the chance of getting charge.
Diana C. Porter
from Program.
involved in an accident?
Micheal T. Eggers
The storm Tuesday was
severe enough to cancel
Bangor
classes and for the police to
issue a request for people
not to drive unless it was an
tT'5 CALLZP war! "8Rellie
HEU-0 ? MTV ? WHAT'RE
Wea NOW
emergency. Since it was not
DANCING"? miAr7H6 ICJ<
YA 1RYIN' TO PO TO MY
lrAst
He5
imperative for me to get
SON?...
15 13,q6AKPANCING-7 I DON'T
BOY, NOW g it 59END5 ALL
THINK I WANT MY 50N
home that night and having
SON?...
DAY 5PtNNING AROUND
PV O "BM"ANYTHING'
ON
a friend who was able to
\
1
put me up for the night. I
decided to play it safe and
vo905H:=
stay on campus.
Evidently, the university
taking
this
that
felt
precaution was wrong and in
"snow
name
of
the
removal" towed my car
the
away.
Because
of

ivy Berke Bieathed

BLOOM COUNTY
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Commentary

Russ Whitman

•r•

Peer pressure made me do it
n talking to students and others I often
hear that peer pressure is a reason for
behavior. As an example, people say, "I
smoke because everyone else does." Somehow
peer pressure is the culprit that is blamed for
how I act.
When I hear this explanation or justification
I find myself saying that it just doesn't seem
to be enough. I feel that way because such a
position seems to imply,"1 don't have any
control. I didn't do it 'the devil made me do
it." If I am to understand peer pressure and
how it works, r need to understand how such
pressure affects me. What does it -do to me? What does it mean to me?
It's a times like this when I am glad to jog.
Jogging provides time for considering such
weighty questions. Yesterday, on the way out
of Union Street it occured to me that if I saw
someone or myself acting like my peers, I
would want to look at the meaning or purpose
of the behavior. I presumed at that point that
"I do as my peers do" could have two
meanings. One, I just happened to choose the
same behavior others also choose. In this case
it would appear that I intentionally wanted to
align with' my peers when, in fact, I simply
chose to engage in the same behavior. Two, I
chose to act like my peers because I N:yanted to
be seen as belonging to the group. This last
point seems worth investigating further as it
appears to provide a more fruitful explanation
of peer pressure.
Belonging or feeling connected is a very
primative need shared by everyone. I suppose
at some level I started feeling connected or
belonging during the nine months I spent in
1-

1

my mother's womb connected through her
placenta and thus the oceanic sense of being
surrounded and held in a floating mass of
fluid that filled her womb. Upon birth-, thrust
into a strange and different environment, I
became aware of my loss of attachment
especially in a physical sense.
I learned I was connected to my family,
particularly my parents, through psychological,
mental and emotional ways. At first it
appeared I only belonged as long as I was the
same, conformed and didn't raise raise a big
fuss. Later I became aware that it was okay to
be different but not too different. During my
teen years I learned I was quite different from
my parents in some ways, but like those in my
peer group. Thus I could shift my sense of
belonging back and forth from parents to
peers and vice versa. My per group provided
some of that sense of okayness and
belongingness that had previously come
primarily from my family group.
The peer group served as a substitute that
allowed me to begin to seperate my sense of
belonging and identity from my family without
risking seeing myself as totally disconnected or
not belonging.
As I continue to increase my awareness, it
becomes more and more clear that I am
different in my own uniqueness from everyone
else in the world. In this 'uniqueness I
recognize I am alone because no one else is
totally like me. I stand seperate; recognize,
and accept that belonging is a temporal state
of affairs that can never have the completeness
remembered in my mother's womb. My
belongingness and my seperateness are of my

own doing which allows me the Control of
establishing connectedness or not, first by my
own choice and second by choice of those I
belong to. Never did I have complete control.
I am dependent on the needs of others in
concert with my own to share in -the feeling of
belonging.
Having arrived in this stage in my thinking I
can no longer say peer pressure made me do
it. My desires to establish my identity, to
belong, to be approved of, to be cared, for
and my fears of aloneness, separation,
alienation and disconnectedness may push me
to share in the behavior or beliefs, etc., di
peers. Whether I do or not, depends on
recognizing and accepting my desires and fears
so I have the freedom to choose how to
satisfy them or manage them. Clearly then,
saying peer pressure forced me to do or
behave is an inexact answer. A more complete
answering
the
comes in
understanding
questions,"How bad do I need to belong and
for what reason?" and "How afraid of being
seperated am I?"
The belief in peer pressure serves as a useful
and powerful stop gap only until I am
prepared to acknowledge my feelings and
accept the responsibility for choosing how to
respond to them. Believing on the power of
peer pressure is important only as long as I
need this kind of myth to protect,me from the
realities of being human.
Here is to your -ourage to see yourself and
your world more clearly and bravely.
Russ Whitman is a counselor at the UMO
Counseling Center in 101 Fernald Hall.
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Circuit
both star and producer in the world of Music
Television, or MTV, where some of today's most
popular bands (Men at Work, Culture Club) have
made their splash. His video exploits have
included a duet with Paul McCartney and, for
distribution to movie theaters, a I4-minute, $1.1milion film based on the "Thriller" album_

MichaelJackson'sformula

exceptions, Mowtown's Jackson Brothers (of
whom Michael was number five) were wholly
identified with the more wholesome AM variety,
As most who've seen "Beat It" of "Billie
teen magazines, animated films and the Ed
Jean,"
two of MTV's most popular videos, will
Sullivan Show—not stuff for self-respecting
much
of their appeal relies on Jackson's
agree,
rockers at the tiMe.
from a Broadway choreographer,
feet.
With
help
But how many of yesterday's cynics are given
Jackson
has
stolen
any claims John Travolta's
whenever
a
to trading conversation for oscillation
character
in
"Saturday
Night Fever" might have
the
air?
They
and
blasts
Michael Jackson number
had
to
being
this
generation's
Gene Kelly.
other young followers have helped make Jackson,
whose recent "Thriller" album has sold 23
Yet both women and men keep talking about
million copies, the highest-selling solo recording
artist of all time. His name 'is of such JaCkson, the physical specimen, as well. "Neither
prominence that when the Syrians- told Lt. Robert white nor black, man nor woman," is how Paris
Goodman that a "Mr. Jackson" would be paying Match recently described him. Jackson is otten
him a visit, the Navy pilot was heard to ask not called "beautiful," yet a studious, if not natural,
androgeny has helped him become a sex symbol.
"Who„ Jesse?" but "Who Michael?'
gum
--bubble—
eCliPded---bis
MichadicksoflIt's genbergly-the - fate of. alleged superstan;--—TOOtS to become-a-contender for -Frank Sinatra's
especiallY those whose rise has been as meteoric
title as chief crooner to the American middle as Jackson's, to burn out, lose their luster or
class. He's got everyone from Valley Girls to both. A recent Rolling Stone cover photograph of
Reagan-Bush '84 and Walter Mondale, eat your
Republican activists oogling and wiggling. Many several aging rockers graphicaly illustrared how
hearts out. The country's response to Jackson's
accident demonstrated the almost unparalletea
in the media seem to be acting similarly, focusing age can
have a destructive effect. The
hold the 25-year-old entertainer now has over
on Jackson's intensely private life and sometimes McCartney's and Mick Jaggers are the exceptions.
peculiar ways with myth-maker's dilligence.
millions of Red, White and Blue American
any
that
allegience
But Michael Jackson may have discovered a
Jackson's ascendency is a function, in part, of •
citizens. It is a cross-sectional
for joining the latter group. When the
formula
Beatles
since
the
one
-talent.
Ro
politician would envy.
the artist's vocal
Admittedly,
many
the
who
had
on
too weathering, film will have
scoffed at
singles
becomes
.many
'
road
place
so
to
been
able
has
ag,4%
,
.
years
itself a sufficiently adequate
proved
dozen
already
approval.
a
than
wide-Anging
much
more
with
so
airwaives
Jackson
Michael
are probably eating their back issues of: Reging
But Jackson undoubtedly with the' help of'his vehicle for promoting and sustaining, one's
Stone. At the beginning of the le70s, rock
'managers) has also proved adept with the modern youthful image. Indeed, Jackson could become
- Icrs
enthusiasts were following "progressive" FM 'instrument of rock: the video, 'Featured in theA't the benchmark upon which the muste W'or
measured.
futuresuccess
stokiesiare
some
radio stations for their latest trends. With
film version of "The' Wiz,';''lackson has becorrte
.4

Washington—Only one individual could have
stolen the stage from Ronald Reagan last
weekend. His name is Michael Jackson, and he
did.
As some of the world waited anxiously for the
president to declare his future plans, most of it
contemplated the scalp burns suffered by. Jackson
during a Pepsi commercial taping. Before
releasing Jackson • to the greater privacy of his
family's Encino (Cal.) home, 13rotman Memorial
Hospital had been deluged with 200 telephone
calls a minute. The singer's-condition-seemed to
warrent hourly updates.

Here and Now.
iQen and-She--arer

by Scott Blau uss
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CAPS" Seminar. SAS—the Statiitical Ahalysis
System. 202 'Slay -Hall. 3:30 p.m. '
Sulfstance Abuse gducation series,,: Ham Room,
Union. 3:30 p.m.
Maine- Peace Action Conibiittee Meeting. The
Ntaples. 4 p.m.
Plant and Soil Sciences Seminar. Vaishn Holyoke:
4qanning, Prekaring and 'Preserkting-Informatioa,to
Groups.r" 413, (Wering Hall. 4l0 p.m.
P'nuts food-Co-op General Membership' Meeting.
Peabody Lounge, Union. 6:30 p.m. .•
General Student Senate Meeting. IV, Barrows HaiL
6:30 p.m.
Student Chapter of the Society of Atv,erican
Foresters. Slide Show on the National convention
and a trip to Mt. St. Hellens. 100 Nutting Hall.
6:30 p.m.
Foreign"-Film Festival. "Viridiana," (Spain, 1961)
161 `E/M. 7:30 p.m.

Ai emp
Repair Sh(
about 16 c
from the ul
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•

UMO Dance Film Festival. Dance Theatre of
Harlem—the Firebird. Lengyel Gym. 8:30 a.m., 10
a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
German Language Table. Yellow Dining Room,
Hilltop. Noon.
APO/GSS Blood Drive. York Hall. 2 - 7 p.m.
New Professional Employees' Welcome. South
Bangor Lounge, Union 2:30 - 3 p.m.
Professional Employees' Advisory Council Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge. 3 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. Script, part two. 227 E/M. 3 p.m.
"Fitness: Getting It and Keeping It." Sutton
Lounge, Union. 3:15 p.m.
Preventive Medicine Screening. Corbett Hall. 6 - 8
p.m.
Maine Bound Orientations. Waxing, Nordic and
Telemark Clinics. North Bangor Lounge, Union. 6'
p.m., 6:30 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Everglades Slide Show. North Bangor Lounge,
Union. 6:30 p.m.
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Slide show ofFlorida
* Police Blotter
Everglades to be shown
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer

by Suzanna Mitchell
Staff Writer
A slide show presenting the natural
history of Florida's Everglades National Park will be presented at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, in the North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
The wildlife and plant life of the
Everglades will be highlighted, and
will include a e sequence of shots
showing an alligator stalking prey and
*making a kill.
The show will be presented by Jon
Tierney, a senior forest recreation and.
park - management major, whq has
been to, the Everglades three times.
After the presentation, which will
last 20-30 minutes, a trip to the
Everglades, scheduled for March
10-22, will be 'discussed.
'The trip will be led by Tierney and
Don,Ward, a Invi0 graduate, now an
outdoor-.instructor- and biology-teacher
at Berkshire School in Sheffield, Mass.
Anyone interested in the' trip • or
seeing the slide presentation is invited
to attend.
Tierney and Ward, who took eight
students to the Everglades last March,
are involved in outdoor education, and
have environmental education as a
),
career goal.
Tierney said, "VV..the taking the
group just for the fun, of it. It's not
'
going to be just a binocular-laden
naturalist trip," he said.
The trip will start in trip northeast
,corner of _the_park, in the ,"sawgrass
-.community." Different areas of the
park are divided into communities
according to the animal and plant life
• found there, Tierney said.

Activities there will be lead by state
naturalists. The itinerary calls for a
five mile "swamp tromp",to_ evmine
plant and animal life in the Swamp
area.
•
Next, the group will hike two natural
history trails in the central Everglades.
They will also take advantage of park
sponsored naturalist programs to try to
aquaint people with the Everglades.
Canoe instruction, snake identification, and exploratory walks will
prepare the group for exploring the
southern part of the park, which
Tierney called the "baCk.country." He
said the only way to get around there is
by foot or canoe.
The last four days of the trip are
comprised of a 25-30 mile canoe trip to
Whitewater Bay. Tierney hopes the
group'can go to Cape Sable, which is
_the_southernmost • Point in the
contitiftntattYnited-States.
—
The group will first camp in tents at
Flamingo Campground and Long Pine
Key Campground. Toward the end ofthe trip, they will make their own
campgrounds.
The trip, which is half full now, will
accommodate 12 people. The cost is
$419, which includes plane fare, car
and canoe rental, food, equipment.
camping and progratp fees.
Academic credit for the trip is- also
available, depending on the person's
major and advisor's consent.
Anyone interested in the trip should
contact Tierney either at the slide
presentation or at 827-8340.

•Towing

(continued from page 1)

- theto•larger lots, the snow
plovq, inust have all the cars
removed. In the smaller lots they
can plow around the cars," he said.
Dufour saictin previous years, his
The day folrowing the storm,
department tOok care Of vehicle
Ellingwood said he found some cars
removal during snowstorms. They
in faculty lots had not been towed. c
would push Cars to a central area in
"I called Mr. Prosser and asked the university,'he said.
Too many .people were bringing
why it appeared that faculty lots
complaints
of damage to us as a
were left alone, while student lots
Moves, he said.
result
of
the
were towed," he said.
The only option was to go to
Ellingwood said that although outside towing services who would
Prosser was sympathetic, he could 'then be liable for any damage to the
give no clear answer why some cars cars, Dufour said.
"We have sent a suggestion over
were towed and some were not.
to
police that there be a designated
•
Prosser said later that the faculty lot With contracted operators doing
lots, such is the one behind Stevens the towing at a reduced rate," he
and Shibles halls were small and
said.
could be plowed without disturbing
No permanent solution to the
the cars, but that every lot was towing problem
has yet been
cleared where necessary.
reached, Dufour said.

Ail employee of Skip's, Auto
Repair Shop in Old 3:Own said
about 16 cars were towed by them
from the university ,that night.

Charles McChord, 31, of
Hoult6ii was issued a summons
for failing to display d valid
inspection sticker and opetating
without a license. Police stopped
McChord at 9:15 a.m. Thursday
on Long Road.
A Fort Fairfield resident
reported a hit-and-run Thursday
which caused $200 damage. The
victim said she was traveling
south on Flagstaff Road when a
car, which did not stop at a stop
sign, struck the right front panel.
She told police that when she left
the scene to notify them, the,
male driver took off.
Cliff Miller, assistant grounds
supervisor, reported Thursday
that someone chopped down an
ash tree betv.ven the president's
house and Coburn Hall. Police
qAid two suspects4determined-by
-footprints in the snow) chopped
the ash tree down at about 4:20
p.m. The tree is valued at $200.
Stephen Watson, 21, was sent
to the conduct officer after he
attempted to leave the Bears'
Den with a beer pitcher. Police
said Watson was seen leaving
the Bears' Den at 11:30 p.m.
with a pitcher under his coat.
Watson returned the pitcher
after being approached by police.
Stephen R. Grant, 22, of East
Holden reported Friday a motor
vehicle accident in which his
vehicle received $150 damage.
Grant said he was backing his car
from a loading zone at 1:15 p.in.
when a vehicle driven by Shelley
L. Chesley, 18,'of East (36rinth,
struck the backside of his red.
1976 ChevfOlet2 Chesley's 1981
wfiite Oldsmobile suffered $300damage to the front end.
Theta Chi fraternity, was urged
to close a party Friday when
police discovered that many of'
the partygoers were minors.
Police said at 11:20 p.m., five
house
people entered the
through a back entrance and
when police started to check
some of the partygoers idethification, many could trot produce
ID's. Police informed Brad
opp000.DO DD DOJ

7117,0=Mla_3_

Terence, the fraternity's social
organizer, that the party should
be closed because many of the
individuals were minors. Frank
Clement, the Bears' Den representative who was sunning the
bar with the Den's liquor license,
decided to close the bar after
consultation with police. Although the fraternity paid $300
for the band, Terence closed the
- party to prevent further incidents.
A Somerset Hall resident
reported Friday that -someone
struck his 1975 blue Chevrolet
Monza resulting in $250 damage.,
-The victim said he parked his car
in the north Cumberland parking
lot at 7 p.m. and when he
returned at 9:50 p.m. he
discovered a dent in the right
rear panel.
.A Somerset resident assistant
reported--a—ease of vandalism
Friday. The-RA told police that
someone between 3:30 and 3:49
a.m. had broken a number of
ceiling tiles from the 4th floor
lounge. The vandals also broke
some beer bottles in the corner of
the room. Police said they are
questioning suspects.
VVirta S. Wade! 21, of York
Hall was issued a summons
Friday for failing to yield the
right of way which resulted in an
accident. Police said Wade was
backing out of a parking lot at a
high rate of speed and hit a
vehicle driven by Douglas A.
Thompson. Thompson's tan 1978
AMC suffered $200 damage to
the right rear door.
A York Village resident reported Saturday that an unknown
male had passed out in a
bedroom. She told police that she
h1ltn removed. The
4 wanted
compkairhant told police that at
a.m, she heard a knock at
her bedroom dog( and opened
her
was
it
thirgking
it,
roommate. When •she or4ned
the door, a..41)0 walked in,
and passed out on the bed.
Police asked the man to leave,
which he did. Police said the
man was intoxicated.
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The Maine Campus is
now accepting applications fbr
Assistant Business Manager
If you are a
Sophomore or Junior
with strong accounting
capabilities, then
the salary and
experience could be
yours.

Focus On
America's
Future

Please come between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m., Tuesday
Feb. 7 thru Thursday Feb. 9 for personal interviews
at the Maine Campus Business Office in the
basement of Lord Hall.

Help Prevent Birth Defects
Support the

March of Dimes
BIRTH DEFF-OTS FOUNDATION
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Hockey Bears lose a weekend pair
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

4%

The UNH Wildcats came on strong
in the third period to turn away the
UMO Black Bears 5-2 Sunday night
before a crowd of 3,550 at the snively
Arena in Durham, N.H.
UNH held a 3-2 margin going into
the third period after a closely played,
first two periods.
But the Wildcats took charge in the
final period outshooting Maine 15-4
and applying heavy pressure in the
Black Bear zone.
Sophomore defenseman-Kirk-Lussier gave UNH a 4-2 lead :41 into the
third period on his ninth goal of the
year, and Peter Douris added an
empty net goal with :27 remaining to
ice the Wildcats 15th .victory.
New Hampshire is now 15-10-1
overall and 9-3 in ECAC Division I
play. Maine's record drops to 10-17
and 4-11. It was the Bears fourth
straight loss and their 22nd straight
ECAC Division I road loss.
Bear forward Steve Santini traded
first period goals with Wildcat forward
Dan Muse for a 1-1 tie after the first
period.
From the right of the crease. Santini
took a crossing pass from linemate Jay
Mazur and swatted the puck off UNH
goalie Bruce Gillie's pads past the goal
line for an early 1-0 Maine lead.
Muse countered four minutes later
to tie the game at one.
Dan Potter's goal at •1:11 into the
second period and David Lee's power
play goal at the 7:34 mark gave New
Hampshire a 3-1 lead.

Todd Bjorkstrand closed the gap for
Maine to 3-2 when his deflected shot
eluded Gillies for his 13th goal
with only.:24 remaining in the period.
UNH controlled the play in the final
• period.
UNH o utshot Maine 43-26. with
both Gillies and Roy making good
- saves throughout the game.
The Wildcats will visit Alfond Arena
Tuesday at 7:30 to complete the home
and away series with Maine.
On Friday night the Boston University Terriers defeated the Black Bears,
6-2, at the Walter Brown- Arena. -The -rriers---lead
leading 1-0 after -the first peri, and
3-0 after the second period.
Trailing 6-0, Maine finally got on the
scoreboard in the last six minutes 'of
_
the game.
Center Steve Santini scored his
second goal of the season getting
assists from Brad Odegaard and Joe
Jirele.
Defenseman Dunc MacIntyre closed
out the scoring, notching his second
goal of the year as freshmen Mike
Hernon and Jim Purcell assisted on
the goal.
Roy played well, especially in the
first period, giving up only one goal
under heavy fire from the Terriers.
Roy made 36 saves before being
replaced by Jean Lacoste.
Maine was outshot 44-25 by B.U.
* * ** *
LOOSE PUCKS
* * **
Freshman forward Kevin Mann did
not play Sunday night at UNH due to a

'riot

31111

Freshly Served
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
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11111hk

HOT 84 COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
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CANDY
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NNW

aft.
PEPSI

CANTEEN
NG SERVICE
COMPLETE FOOD & VENDIBANGOR
945-5688
CANTEEN SERVICE CO

244 PERRY ROAD

cut on his left elbow which he suffered out with a second degree sprain''of the
when he slipped on the ice outside his medial collateral ligament in his left
knee which he suffered in late
dorm.
Right winger Ray Jacques did not December. Comeault attempted to
accompany the team this weekend due play Jan. 27 at St. Lawrence but his
to ineffe$tive play since he suffered an knee didn't feel well and Comeault will
be out of action until it is better'
ankle injury in January.
Defenseman Rene Comeault is sill healed.
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Olympic hockey players declared ineli
season. Corsi spent an NHL season erelismiron from the Olympics.
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP)—The
with the Edmonton Oilers, Bragnalo
The entire dispute was spurred by
sizzling dispute over hockey player.
played parts of two seasons With the American threats to challenge the
eligibility fdr the XIV Winter Olympics
Washington Capitals and Hoist is a Canadian miter. But it was Finland
climaxed ,Monday with the disqualiformer New York kanger.
that wound up firing the first salvo.
fication of five hockey players and
The International Olympic Com--A telegram sent by Finland to the
bitter radian by Canadian 'hockey
mittee said Monday that anyone who IOC two weeks ago inquiring about the
officials.
had an NHL contract was a eligibility Of 11 players was accepted
Mark Morrison and iDon Dietrich of
professional..
The
,said
as a format protest by Otynipic
Canada, Jim Corsi and Rick Bragnato .
anyone who had an NHL contract and officials.
of Italy and Greg Hoist of Austria all
had played in the NHL was ineligible
Willi Daume, chairman of the IOC
were declared ineligible for the
19r
_Iht_DLYtnpics•
,Eligibility Committee, met Monday
Ganies7-which begin Tuesday: Curt
But John Halligan, an NHL morning with representatives from'
Bergland, treasurer of the IIHF, said
spokesman
and former'--business Finland, Canada, the United States
that the five 'players were professionmanager for the Rangers, said that, to and West Germany. Later in the day,
als because they had signed-contractsthe best of his knowledge, Morrison 1114F President Gunther Zabetski met
with the National Hockey League
had never signed an NHL--- contract. with representatives from those
#
teams and played in the NHL.
Halligan
said Morrison played his nine countries, plus Austria, Italy and
Morrison played nine games with .
under a tryout arrangement Norway, to discuss the eligibility of
games
the New York Rangers two seasons
-and had retained his amateur status. players on the .Finnish list and others
• ago, while Dietrich was With the
Morrison refused to comment on his who had professional experience,—
Chicago Black Hawks earlier this

he
ft
te
to
is
'ill
e,
er

11

le

Canada's goalie, Mario Gosselin, is
eligible for the Games because he had
not appeared in. an NHL contest even
though he had signed a contract with
the Quebec Nordiques.
Morrison refused to comment and
the other disqualified players could not
be reached for comment.
The eligibility of ,1 several other
players was discussed Monday. Bjoern
Skaare of Norway had played one
game with-the Detroit Red Wings but
did not have an NHL contract, so he
was declared eligible. The same
applisd fOr Udo Kiessling of West
Germany, who playedthe game'for the
Minnesota ,North Stars.
Canada and Italy have until Friday
to replace the ineligible players.

pics_notallfun an
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP)—
Yugoslavia is approaching Wednesday's opening curtain of the XIV
with
good
Olympics
Winter
organization and a minimum of
friction—a hockey eligibility dispute
and other minor flareups here and
there—but most things seem peaceful
and in place.. ,
Politically and ideologically volatile. both Summer and Winter Games
have been turned into-a forum for an
array of political causes.
Ask the Germans. In bidding for the
1972 Surnmert.Games,- they hoped to
erase the memories of Berlin in 1936
when Adolf Hitler bleated the

0-Carnival

supremacy of the Aryan race, filled the"- There wasn t a gun in sight'
squares with his goose-stepping Security men looked like beach boys in_
legions and turned his back on one of their white and light blue attire.
the greatest heroes of them all —Jesse Smiles and cordiality replaced the
Ower4—as the black American swept bombast and arrogance of 1936.
Then, on the morning of the 10th
to four gold medals. .
They we're the "Nazi' Olimpics," day. after Mark Spitz had wen the last
ugly, reeking of hatred, jealousies and of his seven gbld medals in swimming,
the sounds of a war that was to destroy seen Arab terrorists climbed over a
back\ fence of the Olympic Village,
millions.
stornied
into the Israeli headquarters
Thirty-sheyears later at Munich, the
and
held
the Israelis hostage for more
'Germans organized the Games on the
than
10
hours.
theme of "peace and good will," the
The incident shocked and -paraNyzed
original concept of this great sports
spectacle. No nationalistic banners or the Games. Sharpshooters took posislogans marred the streets—pnly flags tions'on the roof tops, rubber-wheeled
tanks rolled beneath the stilted
of soft.pastel colors.
buildings. A hot line was strung

(continued from page 10)
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purchase food and drinks. Local high
schools, fire departments and merchants will be racing in this year's event,
Sorenson said.
The UMO winter carnival is
"-"sponsored by University of Maine
fraternity board and the Panhellenic
Association.
The UMO winter carnival is
sponsored by University of Maine
fraternity board and the Panhellenic
Association. "We've even sent letters

will
Iltop
The
the

to challenge all Delta Tau Delta
Fraternities across the nation," he,
said.
"Feb. 16 and 17from 10 a.m. to 9
.p.m. we'll be at the Bangor Mall
selling bed sled race T-shirts and
handing out registration forms, and a
week before the race we'll be doing the
same in the Memorial Union,"
Sorenson said.

Go Greek!!
Aby and all interested, check it out!!
Final schedule for open parties
for this week and next:
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Alpha ii Omega: 2/8 "Another Summer Night
", 6 p:m., „Balentine
•Owith
Nus for a meeting - ACO in action",
"Join
'•i2/13
•
'Balentine
.
.
'
.
m
2t1•30'#P
2/15 "Alpha Chrs Outdoor Bar-B-O",
4:30 p.m., Balentine
Alpha Omicron Pi: 2/8-9 Open House,
6:30 p.m., Penobscot
2/13-14 "Alpha Omicron Pi's Country Fair"
6 p.m., Penobscot
Alpha Phi: 2/8 "Phiesta" 6 p.m. Hancock
Chi Omega: 2/13 "Sororicy Is" Night
7 p.m., Balentine
Phi Mu: 2/7-8 "Los Vegas ea5.ITM Night"
6:30 p.m., Knox
Sigma Kappa: 2/8 "Puttin' On the Ritz"
7 p.m., Estabrooke
2/13 "Movie Night" 7 p.m., Estabrooke

Friday, Feb. 17: Post Office
12 noon - 4 p.m., South Lown Room, Memorial Union

-^

between West Germany's Chancellor
Willy Brandt and--71srael's Prime
Minister
Golda
Meir. Athletes
watched in horror as officials openly
negotiated with the Masked intruders.
Shortly before midnight, the terrorists and their (sraeli hostages 'were
bussed to-a helicopter and flown to an
obscure airport where the hostages
were supposed to be given safe
passage out. A shot rang out followed
by the detonation of a hand grenade.
When the smoke cleared, the dead
were counted-11 Israelis, five of the
terrorists and a tower policeman—one
of the worst tragedies of sports
history.

1984 Winter Carnival
Delta Tau Delta's

Bed Sled Race
1:00p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 18 Behind Hilltop Commons
On the Hilltop Road
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta, UMFB
McDonalds, WGUY 101 fm, and Coke
$5.00 entry fee benefits to go to the
Ronald McDonald House
. There will be live radio, Y101 FM,
and T.V. broadcasting
Bay your bed sled t-shirt!
Enjoy refreshments from McDonald's
. and Coke!

NO Alcoholic Beverages

Merchants $50
Flying Dog
G.M. Pollack
Freeses
Depositor Trust Co.
Maine Coat Town
Discount Beverage
Saturday Nigtit - Join Y101 at
Delta Tau Delta

•
410
-

.1111•6, •

•
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Scheduled UMO wrestling meetcanceled
The Black Bears are 8-2 in dual
meets and won the state wrestling title
on Jan. 28 at Bowdoin College in
Brunswick.,.

by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

A dual wrestling meet between
UMO and the University of Maine at
UMO scored 88.75 points in the
Presque Isle scheduled for Tuesday in
to outscore second place
tournament
canceled.
been
has
Isle.
Presque
Bowdoin's 51, Maine Maritime's 48,
UMO coach Nick Nicolich and UMPI
and UM-Pi's 31.5.
coach Gary Kent decided to cancel the
meet because five UMPI wrestlers
It was the second straight year UMO
were declared academically ineligible
has won the state title.
last week.
"That would leave Them (UMPI)
Nicolich also mentioned UMO's win
with five starters to wrestle against us over UMPI, 37-14, in a dual meet in
and they (UMP1Lwouldn't have any 'November of 1983. The team had five
chance of winning with only half of a
victories in a row with only one loss to
team," Nicolich said.

UMO baseball catcher
to
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

UMO baseball player Peter
Bushway
will
undergo
arthroscopic surgery on his
knee on Friday in Williamstown.
Mass. to repair cartilage damage. bushway is a senior reserve
catcher on the UMO baseball
team.
Bushway
traveled
to
Williamstown last weekend and

• was examined bY'tri-- associate
of Dr. Arthur Ellison. Ellison
is a well known arthroscopic
surgeon in wester ti Massachusetts.
1
Trainer Wes Jordan said
Bushway could miss two to
four weeks with arthroscopic
surgery if there is a partial tear
or
sutured
be
can
that
reattached.
It is not known at this time
if Bushway will be eady to
play when the baseball team
travels to Texas over spring
break.

a wrestling
Canada.

club

from

Montreal,

"Going to UMPI to wrestle in a dual
meet would be risking an injury to a
UMO - wrestler and we don't need
that," Nicolich said.

If the meet hadn't been canceled,
Nicolich was considering putting
together a junior varsity., team to
wrestle.
UMO will compete Saturday in the
Northern New Englands against 10
other teams, including UMPI.

>
Seniors!!
>
> Will be shot on sight....

Mair
but
Alfo

' That's right! Philomena Baker ofBaker
) Studios in Hampden will be on campus
Wed.,Fe.15- Fri.,March 2
)
tos oot senioj7portraits.

ti

vol
1.711•11111

) Sign tipfor yourappointment
) in tire Senior Skulls Room
) 3rclfloor Memorial Union

Sittings are
FREE!!
to be included in the '84 Prism

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a during the summer There are no on-campus
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman, drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Commissioning Program and attend training
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation.
after graduation. All training is conducted

This is an excellent opportunity to prow yourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.
A
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See your Marine Corps Representative at Wells Commons on February 7th, 8th, and 9th from
10 a.m.- 2 p.m. or call collect 603-668-0830
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